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ABSTRACT
The Domain Name System (DNS) plays a vital role in ac-
cessing content online as it removes the need for the end-
user to remember complicated IP addresses. If this system
is unavailable, domain names and other services like email
are unusable. In other words, if DNS is down - the Internet
is down. In this research, we designed a methodology that
identifies single-rack-points of failure in DNS. Natural dis-
asters, human errors, or even cyber-attacks could be the
cause of single-rack points of failure in the DNS. To un-
derstand if this issue is common, we perform latency and
Traceroute measurements with RIPE Atlas against a series
of authoritative-name servers which we retrieved from the
OpenINTEL active DNS measurement system. For more
reliable measurements, with the help of the Haversine for-
mula, we have incorporated the selection of close target
probes into the methodology. We find that around 17% of
all tested sets of DNS servers are vulnerable to the single-
rack point of failure. When comparing the two methodolo-
gies with each other we noticed that latency measurements
are less reliable than Traceroute. Furthermore, among all
tested domain names relying on vulnerable DNS servers,
we found that around 11% are vulnerable. In addition,
the most affected top-level domains include countries like
Russia, Iran, Turkey, Algeria, Japan, and Italy. On the
other hand, the least affected TLDs are ”.com”, ”.net” and
”.org”.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Domain Name System (DNS) acts as a phone book
to translate domain names into IP addresses. An end-
user enters a domain name into a browser to access con-
tent online. This system eliminates the need to memorize
IP addresses and helps to reach online resources instantly.
However, if DNS becomes unavailable due to a natural dis-
aster, DDoS attack, or any other catastrophe, the content
online is no longer available to the end-user. According
to RFC2182 [6], network operators should place all sec-
ondary DNS servers in different geographical locations to
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Figure 1: An example of a server rack [5].

prevent single-point-of-failure. In case a link to one of the
server breaks, others are then available and can provide
all of the necessary functionality. Regarding this, in 2003
an unfortunate event happened in one of the University of
Twente buildings. An employee of the university has in-
tentionally set the core of the network and the data centre
[19] on fire. All of the universitys online resources were no
longer available. This has left the whole campus and other
services that are dependent on the university's DNS - of-
fline. Luckily, there was a back-up available with all of the
necessary information. The service was up and running in
a few hours after the incident.

Performing this research on the resiliency of DNS servers
allows understanding how common it is for domain name
owners to rely on the same-rack name servers. A rack
server is a computer situated in a rectangular structure
which is known as server rack [5]. An example of a server
rack can be seen in Figure 1. Having many servers in a
single rack makes it easier for the technicians to main-
tain the rack and has many advantages over performance.
With a world-scale measurement platform like RIPE At-
las [18] it is possible to analyze latency and network route
between probes and a series of DNS servers. To speed-up
the research, we have obtained pre-filtered data from the
OpenINTEL measurement platform. The data contains
possible candidate pairs of single-rack servers. This plat-
form actively captures daily snapshots of a large part of the
DNS, providing DNS operators and academic researchers
with vital information [12].

This paper focuses on designing a methodology that iden-
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tifies whether two given authoritative-name servers are in
the same rack.

Next to the main problem, a few follow-up research ques-
tions are defined:

1. How reliable are the ways to determine if two targets
are in the same-rack?

2. How many domain names are relying on the single-
rack of failure DNS servers?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
describes the tools used for the measurements; Section III
methodological approach is described in-depth; Section IV
presents the findings for each research question; Section V
presents discussion; Section VI limitation and future work;
finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

2. METHODOLOGY
This paper focuses on designing a methodology given Ping
and Traceroute measurements. The methodology identi-
fies whether the domain names are vulnerable to the DNS
single-rack points of failure.

2.1 Probe selection
To achieve accurate measurement results we have imple-
mented a separate process for selecting probes. The closer
probes are to the target - the more consistent results are
achieved. This is a crucial part of this methodology. Probes
that are closest to the target provide the most accurate
results. This is because there are fewer intermediate ma-
chines thus, less traffic in the path. Due to RIPE Atlas
credits limitations, a single user is only allowed to use at
most 1000 probes. We are using the Haversine formula to
estimate the distance from a probe to a target (see Equa-
tion 1). With this formula, it is possible to determine the
great-circle distance given a pair of latitude and longitude
points. The small r denotes the distance in kilometres
around the equator. The symbols ϕ and λ represent lat-
itude and longitude pairs. Once the distances between
probes and the target are known, we are sorting them
in ascending order. Then we select the first 1000 closest
probes to the target for the RIPE Atlas measurements.

d = 2r arcsin

(√
sin2(ϕ2−ϕ1

2
) + cos(ϕ1) cos(ϕ2) sin

2(λ2−λ1
2

)

)
(1)

2.2 Ping
The Ping measurements are simply the time periods dur-
ing which an echo request message traveled by using the
Internet Control Message Protocol from the host to the
target and back. The whole amount of time needed from
sending to receiving the packages for the host is also known
as Round Trip Time (RTT). The Ping measurements al-
low this research to understand the closeness between the
two DNS servers. Due to the fact that not all the mea-
surements are successful, we filtered out some entries of the
data. Once the datasets are ready, it is possible to start to
design the methodology. The basic idea is to calculate the
average RTT distances between two targets for the clos-
est 1000 probes. For each measurement, the methodology
sends a total of 10 packets from the host to the target.
The measurements then return the average RTTs for each
probe. The designed methodology calculates the differ-
ences probe-by-probe between two targets. Then we sort
the differences in ascending order (they can be either pos-
itive or negative) and plot them in a graph. In theory, the
differences are close to zero only if two of the measure-
ment’s average RTTs are close to each other. If probes

have similar latency between two targets it is safe to as-
sume that the targets are close to each other. Another
indication is to look at where the middle point or the low-
est difference value is positioned. If the middle point is
centred, the differences balance each other out. If they
are skewed either to the right or left, the average differ-
ences are imbalanced. Consequently, the target’s physical
positions differ. Ideally, if two servers are in the same rack,
the first and the second 50% of the probe’s differences are
equally distributed. This would mean that the mean point
of all the probes is placed exactly at 50% mark. In other
words, if dispersion (difference from the ideal middle point
to the measured) is narrow it is considered that servers are
in the same rack. However, the most challenging part of
this methodology is to define the threshold on acceptable
dispersion. These thresholds are the core of this method-
ology since they identify whether the two servers are in
the same rack. The test experiment explains the way we
select the thresholds.

2.3 Traceroute
Understanding if two targets share the same route to a
probe provides a better understanding of the closeness.
Traceroute’s measurements explain crucial details about
intermediate nodes between a host and a target. If two
or more servers are connected to the same router, then we
consider that they are in the same rack. To put this in
practice, we designed a methodology that checks the last
hops in the route. The more matching last nodes there
are between the paths - the more likely it is that the two
targets are in the same rack. In the end, the methodology
counts each of the entries and estimates a usage percent-
age for the most common node. Having an understanding
of the percentage of probes that are using a certain so-
called hop, it is possible to start defining thresholds. Once
we compare results to the ground truth of certain targets
we start analysing possible constraints. Based on the ob-
servations of a test experiment, we define thresholds for
the Traceroute methodology. If there are more than two
DNS servers in a single set, we compare the last hop nodes
with every target’s path within a set. If all of the most
common nodes match, all authoritative-names servers are
considered to be in the same rack.

2.4 Measurement tools
The most used platform for this research is RIPE Atlas,
which currently has 11394 connected probes all around the
world [16]. Probes are a piece of hardware that are hosted
by any end-user with a stable network connection either at
home or in the office. There are no requirements to receive
and host a probe. RIPE Atlas uses a credit-based system
to allow researchers to use the platform, perform measure-
ments, and avoid abuse. Researchers can gain these credits
by hosting probes and then use them to perform their own
network measurements. In this research, we will use the
credits provided by the RIPE Atlas community.

We have retrieved the data from the OpenINTEL database.
This platform actively performs global DNS measurements
and provides this valuable information to the research
community [21]. Currently, it has collected 4.8 trillion
data points, and it has been swiftly growing since 2015
[12].

We have written the methodology in the Python program-
ming language as there are many libraries conveniently de-
fined. In addition, a Python framework is required to be
able to communicate with RIPE Atlas REST API. Python
libraries such as Cousteau [3] allows for performing a new
or retrieve any available RIPE Atlas probe measurements.
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We are using other libraries like Pandas [14], Numpy [11]
or PythonPing [15] to help process and analyze the data.
Data visualization libraries like Matplotlib [10] allow for
seeing data patterns and determining thresholds.

2.5 Test experiment
In order to define certain thresholds for Ping and Tracer-
oute methodologies, we have conducted a test experiment
with a small set of targets. In total, we have used 5 targets
of which 4 were known to be in the same rack. The same-
rack targets are named A, B, C, and D. The last target is
close to the other probe, however, not in the same rack.
From now on this different rack-server is called E.

The first part of the experiment is performed as follows.

1. Check if all the targets are reachable. In order to
do so, we send 4 Ping requests per each target in a
set. This helps to reduce the usage of credits when
we perform RIPE Atlas measurements.

2. If at least 3 Ping requests are successful for all tar-
gets then we assume that all the targets from a set
are reachable. The next step is to use the Haversine
formula and select the closest probes for each tar-
get. This allows us to have the most accurate mea-
surement results which we then use in the following
experiment.

3. Then we send Ping and Traceroute measurement re-
quests against series reachable targets to the RIPE
Atlas platform. If they are successful, we locally or-
ganise measurement IDs and save them to a file.

The second part is summarized as follows.

1. Parse the measurement IDs and start the above de-
scribed Ping and Traceroute methodologies. Gather
the results.

2. Then we analyse the results and choose relevant thresh-
olds. We determine these thresholds by looking at
the differences between the same and not the same
rack machines.

From this small experiment, results are summarised as fol-
lows:
For Ping methodology, if the middle point is variating less
than 10% to either left or right, we can assume that two
DNS servers are in the same rack. For example, compar-
ing the 4 same-rack machines (A, B, C, and D) resulted
in the middle points between 41% and 52% (see Figure 2).
While comparing same-rack machines with E, resulted in
middle point variating between 30% to 35%. We see that
points are close to the 40% threshold. However, the pre-
defined ground truth states that the E machine is in a
different rack. The above-mentioned thresholds are only
taken into consideration if more than 100 pairs of probes
are participating in the measurement. Else, the set of DNS
servers is considered to be on different racks. Moreover,
the red line represents the differences in averages between
same-rack targets B and C. While black line represents
average latency differences between same-rack machine D
and different rack target E. These lines signal the reason-
ing of middle point skewness. For example, the line can
explain why the black target has wider dispersion com-
pared to the same rack machines. It can be seen that the
black line has high average latency differences (more than
20ms) around 0% to 15% mark of probes comparing it to
the red. Furthermore, a similar effect can be seen for the

Figure 2: Average probe-by-probe latency comparison be-
tween same and different rack machines. Targets A, B, C
and D are known to be in the same rack. While target E
is close to the other for however, in different rack.

Table 1: Traceroute probe-by-probe last hop comparison.

Pairs # most common Total pairs Percentage
A - B 926 933 99.25%
A - C 923 938 98.40%
A - D 924 934 98.93%
B - C 925 932 99.25%
B - D 926 937 98.83%
C - D 923 933 98.93%
A - E 3 8 37.5%
B - E 3 5 60.0%
C - E 3 8 37.5%
D - E 3 5 60.0%

red line. Around the mark of 90%-100% differences go
above the 20 milliseconds. For Traceroute methodology,
if more than 60% of probes are using the same last hop,
then the two targets are in the same rack. In this exper-
iment, more than 90% of probes using the same route to
the targets in the same-rack (see Table 1). The method-
ology only considers measuring further if there are more
than 100 pairs found. Else, we consider that the set of
DNS servers in different racks. When compared with the
other machine, there were almost no pairs on the same
path.

In order to further test the methodologies, we have mea-
sured around 587 DNS servers. The methodology uses the
pre-defined thresholds this time. In the following section
we describe the data organisation.

2.6 Data organisation
To perform the measurements, the data is organized in a
structured way. In total two datasets are used.

1. A subset of entries collected from Alexa top one mil-
lion datasets. It contains around 20 000 sets of DNS
IP addresses. Next to the addresses, the correspond-
ing domain names are stored. Furthermore, in order
to use the Haversine formula a target’s geolocation
data is required. This includes the country code and
coordinates data latitude and longitude.
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2. Another dataset needed for this research is informa-
tion about the probes. We have parsed the informa-
tion about probes from the official website of RIPE
NCC [17]. We have used the probes that were active
during the day of January 9th, 2021. In general, we
have used only ID, IPv4 address, latitude, longitude
and status name. The geolocation data is needed to
calculate the distances between probes and targets.
Once we know the distances, the methodology uses
relevant probe IDs are as a source of the measure-
ment.

3. RESULTS
This section describes the output of each methodology and
tries to answer the following research questions. In total
we have tested 587 sets of which 102 were vulnerable. The
results of both methodologies are visible in the Figure 3.

3.1 How reliable are the ways to determine
if two targets are in the same-rack?

As it turns out, the Ping methodology results show that
more than 80% of sets are in the same rack. The Ping
methodology had multiple times higher acceptance rate
than Traceroute. Thus, resulting in only 9.2% rejection
rate. Some measurement results are unusable due to the
small number of probes participating. To be more con-
crete, 13.3% of Ping methodology results reported being
unusable.

On the other hand, the Traceroute results acted more like
an extension towards identifying same-rack DNS servers.
Out of all Traceroute methodology results, we have identi-
fied that around 90% of sets were as in the same rack com-
pared to the Ping methodology. The acceptance rate for
this methodology resulted in 19.25%. Comparing the ac-
ceptance rate to the before-mentioned Ping methodology
this is a moderate decrease by 60.75%. Consequently, the
rejection rate has increased to 55%. Many of the results
(323) were not accepted due to the threshold. Further-
more, more than 25% of tested Traceroute sets showed no
results.

Ping methodology is not as reliable as Traceroute. How-
ever, the combination of two narrows the results to a lower
acceptance rate. The combination of both methodologies
shows that 102 sets of DNS servers are vulnerable out of a
total of 587. The acceptance rate for this methodology is
now only 17% of all sets. The combined methodology re-
jects a few more sets when comparing the results to Tracer-
oute’s methodology. The rejection rate has increased by
1.5% and finally resulted in 56.56%. The amount of sets
that showed no results has resulted in the same number
as in Traceroute.

3.2 How many domain names are relying on
the single-rack of failure DNS servers?

There were a total of 3557 domain names relying on 587
sets of DNS servers. The combination of the methodolo-
gies confirmed that 102 sets of domain name servers are
vulnerable. Consequently, 394 domain names are relying
on vulnerable DNS servers according to methodologies.
This is around 11.1% of tested domain names.

Table 2 represents the most affected top-level domains.
In total there are 44 different top-level domains affected
out of 168 tested. 75% of all tested domain names had
the top-level domain extension ”.com” however, only 135
domains are indeed vulnerable to the single-rack point of
failure. The most vulnerable top-level domains appear to
be Russia’s ”.ru” 117 out of 156 and Iran’s ”.ir” 29 out

Figure 3: Ping, Traceroute and combined results compar-
ison.

Table 2: Top 10 most affected top-level domains.

TLD # of affected Total Percentage
.com 135 1859 7.26%
.ru 117 156 75%
.ir 29 85 34.12%
.net 15 156 9.62%
.tr 12 28 42.86%
.org 9 124 7.26%
.dz 9 9 100%
.fr 8 41 19.5%
.jp 5 9 55.56%
.it 4 10 40%

of 85. There are a few more affected top-level domains
worth mentioning. For example, Turkey’s ”.tr” top-level
domain has 12 out of 28 tested domain names relying on
vulnerable DNS servers. On the other hand, generic top-
level domains such as ”.net”or ”.org”have a relatively small
number of affected domain names. Only 15 out of 156
and 9 out of 124 have been affected, respectively. Also,
the France top-level domain ”.fr” has only been affected
by 8 out of 41 domain names. Other, less common TLDs
were Algeria’s ”.dz”of which all tested domain names were
vulnerable, Japan’s ”.jp” 5 out of 9, and Italy’s ”.it” with
4 out of 10.

4. RELATED WORD
In the past, there has been some research done regarding
estimating physical locations by performing latency mea-
surements. However, there has been little research on es-
timating the closeness between two separate servers. Nev-
ertheless, the preparation of measurement data is rather
similar.

4.1 Probe selection
To have stable measurement results, we are focusing on
selecting probes that are as close as possible to the target.
Since latency highly depends on the number of interme-
diate nodes, the methodology needs to take into account
the delay of the hardware processing. Thus, the more
hops in the path, the higher the delay [1]. Another rea-
son why selecting all probes for better coverage does not
work is because it is not scalable well in practice [2]. Be-
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sides the closest probe selection mechanism, there are a
few other approaches. For example, [23] introduces a lin-
ear programming model to select relevant landmarks used
for measurements. However, the approach seems to be ir-
relevant when considering measurements on a large scale.
Furthermore, the other paper [8] discusses that to achieve
the most accurate results, the methodology should select
the closest probes. The reason for this is that there is the
lowest interference between the target and the landmark.

4.2 Identifying physical locations
In this research, we focus on identifying whether two DNS
servers are in the same physical location. There has been
some similar research on this problem however, the major-
ity of the related work papers focus on estimating exact
physical location. There are several ways of estimating the
approximate target location. Because the host landmarks
have a fixed physical location, the simplest way of find-
ing out where the target resides is by choosing the lowest
latency value [13]. In practice, the shortest Ping results
are comparable to more complex algorithms [9]. However,
in this research, we focus on understanding whether two
servers are likely to reside in a similar location. Thus, this
methodology uses an average of 10 Ping measurements and
compared probe-by-probe.

There exist some other delay-based geographical location
techniques according to Katz et al, for example introduc-
ing the global delay-to-distance conversion method by us-
ing the speed of the Internet. A speed of Internet con-
straint is used to convert delay-to-distance. A similar
technique could be used to understand if two servers are
likely to reside in the same physical location. However,
this problem requires further research.

A few other possible solutions for estimating targets lo-
cation in places with high traffic could be to use network
coordinates [4] or network location services [22]. Both of
these methods initially have a different approach. Dabek
et al [4] have designed an algorithm such that each host
computes its own coordinates by performing latency mea-
surements with other machines. Wong et al have per-
formed [22] similar research by first performing node se-
lection and then trying to Ping targets from them. Then,
the methodology selects the closest probes with the help of
latency thresholds. Such a methodology allows to perform
measurements more efficiently and even have a higher ac-
curacy rate. Part of the idea from [22] is implemented
in this paper’s probe selection mechanism. Except we do
not create an algorithm for discovering closest probes, we
estimate the distances and only pick the closest probes.
Other, more complex solutions are described in [20], where
various hyperspace distance functions were investigated by
using Ping and Traceroute. In the researcher, performed
by van Langen et al, multiple hyperspace functions are
studied against the actual distance between hosts. The
best outcome for Ping is observed with a lower-bound dis-
tance function and for Traceroute the average of the sum
of lower and higher bounds.

In this research, we used Traceroute measurements to com-
pare the last hops between two paths from the same probes
to different targets. If the last hops match, for more than
60% of landmarks, we consider that targets are in the same
rack. Other researches [7] suggest checking if two paths
have the same or similar amount of hops in the path. If
the difference is low, try to locate the closest node and
repeat Ping measurements to it. This certainly reduces
accuracy however, gives for the methodology some indica-
tion if two servers are close to each other.

5. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Limitations
Ping and Traceroute closeness measurements highly de-
pend on the number of participating probes. The more
probes are participating in the measurements, the more
accurate results the methodology produces. Due to RIPE
Atlas credit limitations, the methodology can only use
1000 probes per measurement. Furthermore, other credit
limitations are also influencing the number of DNS sets we
test. Daily credit limitations allowed to only test at most
30 sets of DNS servers per day.

Another limitation is that the Ping methodology’s thresh-
olds were too wide. Such behaviour could be explained by
the global threshold not being applicable for each set of
domain name servers. The latency averages tend to devi-
ate more due to the small concentration of probes around
the target. Thus, the measurements are less reliable and
the threshold needs to be adjusted individually. Further-
more, to test the methodologies we have used a snapshot of
connected probes during January 9th, 2021. However, not
all probes have 100% uptime and some are disconnected.
Thus, to further improve the accuracy of the research, new
snapshots should be parsed from official sources each day
new measurements are performed.

Additionally, because not all probes are concentrated equally
around the globe, there is some room for improvement for
probe selection mechanism. Instead of selecting a certain
amount of the closest probes, it would be better to decide
on the distance surrounding a target. Consequently, this
would lead to measuring with a lower amount of probes
in less concentrated areas. However, this would improve
measurement accuracy when designing a methodology us-
ing global thresholds.

5.2 Future work
To further improve the research, it could be possible to test
the results with some ground truth. For example, reaching
out to operators which maintain our identified single-rack
DNS servers. Perhaps they would be able to answer the
question of whether servers are indeed in the same rack.
Moreover, if servers are in the same rack, the reasons why
servers are operating against the recommendations could
be discussed.

In the process of this research, we noticed that same-rack
identification would be more reliable if the Ping method-
ology would be an extension for Traceroute instead of an-
other way around. This would be a more efficient way of
measuring and would require fewer credits for the RIPE
Atlas platform. Thus, allowing to find more single-rack
points of failure.

Another improvement is to filter out unreachable targets
with a higher accuracy rate. In this research, from the
Traceroute results, many targets were unreachable. This
is because intermediate nodes do not allow to report the
state of the machine. A better target selection is needed
to tackle this problem. Instead of only performing Ping
measurements from the researcher’s computer, we could
also do initial Traceroute measurement against the targets.
This would reduce the number of sets that are usable in
the research.

The results of the second research question provoke some
further research. We noticed that the majority of affected
top-level domains are based in countries with lower eco-
nomical and technological development. One of the possi-
bilities would be to analyse the relationship between coun-
tries with lower than average economic status and single-
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point of failure in the DNS. It is expected that such coun-
tries are more likely to suffer from this vulnerability.

6. CONCLUSION
In this research, we have designed Ping and Traceroute
methodologies that identify whether two given DNS servers
are in the same-rack. To test the outcome of both method-
ologies, we performed an experiment against a series of
authoritative-name servers. Initially, a smaller scale ex-
periment is performed to adjust the methodologies accord-
ing to the given ground truth. Besides designing a method-
ology, we answered two follow-up research questions and
summarized them as follows.

The performed experiment concluded that the combina-
tion of two methodologies outputs the most reasonable re-
sults. The latency methodology requires additional testing
to further analyse single-points of failure in the DNS. The
defined thresholds in the Ping methodology have a high
acceptance rate. This was caused due to variating probe
environment, inconsistent measurement results, and the
thresholds. On the other hand, the Traceroute methodol-
ogy successfully identified whether targets are connected
through identical gateways. The acceptance rate for this
methodology was twice lower compared to Ping. Combing
both methodologies results showed that out of the total of
587 tested sets of DNS servers, 102 were identified as vul-
nerable to the single-rack point of failure. Overall, there
is room for improvement for both methodologies however,
current results indicate that Traceroute methodology out-
puts more reliable results than Ping.

Once we designed the methodologies, it is possible to quan-
tify the domain names vulnerable to the single point of
failure. We tested a total of 3557 domains and found 394
to be vulnerable. Even though this is the only 11% of all
tested domains, it is clear that this problem is crucial to
the owners of the domain names. Furthermore, we have
analysed a set of affected top-level domains. As it turns
out, the most affected TLDs were based in Russia, Iran,
and Turkey. Other less common however also affected were
country TLDs from Algeria, Japan, and Italy. The most
tested and least affected were the most used top-level do-
main ”.com” and two generic top-level domains ”.net” and
”.org”.

In conclusion, the results presented that single-rack point
of failure is common among 11% of tested entries. The
methodologies have room for improvement however, the
combination of both methodologies identifies whether two
given servers are in the same physical location. Latency
and Traceroute measurements with platforms such as RIPE
Atlas provides insightful information about each target
and the path in-between.
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